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Abstract. In this paper, we present “Kalema”, a system for digitizing
Arabic scanned documents for the visually impaired such that it can
be converted to audio format or Braille. This is done through a GWAP
which offers a simple, challenging game that helps attract many volun-
teers for this cause. We show how such a tedious task can be achieved
accurately and easily through the use of crowdsourcing.
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1 Introduction

According to WHO [10], around 285 million people around the world suffer from
visual impairment, with around 90% of them living in developing countries. The
Arab visually impaired face a lot of difficulties since most of the Arabic content
they need in schools and/or work is not yet digitized. It is thus hard to use such
content on their own without using the help of well-sighted person(s).

In addition, due to the unavailability of digital copies of some Arabic text,
valuable books have been unfortunately lost [1]. Much research has thus been
conducted to enhance text digitization for Arabic [6]. The performance of Arabic
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems for text with diacritics is unfor-
tunately very poor. Diacritics are the signs placed above or below the text. They
provide found above or under Arabic letters.

The aim of Kalema is to help digitize the Arabic content needed by the visually
impaired through crowd-sourcing, by letting the crowd play a fun Game With
A Purpose (GWAP) contributing to the digitization. Kalema also makes use of
the social aspect by letting users sign in using their social network accounts in
order to save their scores and be able to challenge their friends.

Through this paper, we will first discuss some of the related work in Section
2. Afterwards, in Section 3 we will go through the implementation process and
the different modules that were implemented throughout the project. Lastly, we
derive some conclusions and discuss the achieved results.
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2 Related Work

Kalema provides a fully automated system where the admin uploads the scanned
documents. Documents automatically get cut into words which can be used in
a simple, yet challenging game to be played by the volunteers. This helps to
eliminate the bottleneck regarding the collection and validation of users’ input.

2.1 Limitations of Arabic OCR Systems

Despite of the availability of OCR systems for the Arabic language, their output
is rather inaccurate [6,9,12]. The performance is unfortunately worse when it
comes to Arabic text with diacritics. The output of some of the famous Arabic
OCR systems such Google’s Tesseract [7,11], and ABBYY [2] has poor accuracy
for two main reasons. First, the Arabic calligraphy is connected and contains
a lot of dots on different letters, which makes it hard for the OCR system to
recognize as opposed to unconnected calligraphy like English. Furthermore, the
quality of the scanned documents and different aging factors also contribute to
the poor OCR output accuracy. After trying different Arabic OCR systems and
confirming that their output is incomprehensible, we decided to let the crowd
provide the digitization. Validation depends on how many users agree with the
entered digitization.

One of the most well-known systems in the OCR correction field is Digitalkoot
[8], which is a GWAP that uses crowdsourcing in order to correct the OCR output
for scanned documents. The game asks users to validate whether the digital text
accurately corresponds to the image of the word. The more words a user validates
the higher their score gets. The main difference between Digitalkoot and Kalema
is that, the OCR output for the English like scripts being used in Digitalkoot
is far more comprehensible, which allows the volunteers to validate the OCR
output rather than providing the digital text.

2.2 Why GWAPs?

Human Computation aims at making use of the ability of humans to solve dif-
ferent types of problems and perform tasks that computers are incapable of such
as image recognition for example. The concept was modeled by Luis von Ahn
in 2005 [13]. GWAPs [3] on the other hand apply the concept of human compu-
tation. They make use of the entertainment users get while playing a game to
help in solving a problem as a side-effect. Such games could be used to collect
large amounts of data instead of the rather costly traditional methods. The ESP
game [14] is a very popular GWAP where users help identify the contents of an
image. The two players get the same image and they have to supply different
tags/labels to it. The more similar labels the two players enter, the higher their
scores get. Recently, some work has been done to make use of the huge amount
of Arabic-speaking Internet to digitize Arabic words that OCR programs where
unable to digitize [5].
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There are different social network campaigns and initiatives [4] that are con-
cerned with digitizing Arabic content for the visually impaired. However, they
are done through a manual process where an admin sends out scanned pages
for volunteers who reply back with the digital Arabic text for these pages. This
process is rather boring for volunteers since they need to read and type large
amounts of text. Furthermore, it is tiring for the admins who need to manually
collect the results, and validate them before being converted to audio format or
Braille.

GWAPs can be used in different fields including computer vision, security,
adult content filtering, OCR correction and digitization in general. The concept
helps in achieving measurably accurate results based on crowdsourcing while still
making the user motivated to perform the crowdsourced task as they are given
with the feel and look of computer games. The concepts of GWAPs are suitable
with our purpose as they would help digitize a large amount of Arabic content
and yet, users will keep coming back to the game hoping to achieve better scores
and constantly improving their typing speed and accuracy.

3 Approach

The implementation phase was divided into three major modules. The first mod-
ule is the back-end server processing of the scanned pages. Such pages are up-
loaded through an admins interface. OCR related steps for processing the images
are done through Tesseract. The second module is the actual GWAP implemen-
tation with the different gaming aspects like the gameplay, scoring, and ranking.
Ruby on Rails was used to develop the application both for the admin side and
the users side. The third and last module is involved in validating the users
inputs and assigning scores to digitized words.

3.1 Admin Side and OCR module

An admin interface was developed to allow the system admin to create new
books and upload scanned images of their pages.The uploaded pages are then
cut to separate words as shown in 1 in order to be used by the players. Googles
Tesseract OCR system was used to cut the scanned pages of the books into words.
We installed its Linux package on our Ubuntu 12.04 server. Arabic training data
was added to its training data folder to be able to detect Arabic text.

Fig. 1. Single word image produced by Tesseract

A Ruby interface with Tesseracts API was used to connect it with the appli-
cation. After each page is uploaded, it is saved to the database and assigned to
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its appropriate book. Whenever the admin chooses to generate the words from
the scanned pages, an API call to Tesseract is made which returns the coordi-
nates and widths and heights of rectangles surrounding separate words. Such
data is then used to crop the scanned image into different words which are also
saved to the database and linked to their corresponding page. At this point, the
generated images for separate words can be used in the gameplay.

3.2 User Interface and Gameplay

The user interface was designed to be as simple and as usable as possible. When
a user first visits the game, they are greeted with a message explaining the aim of
the game “to type in the words as quickly and as accurately as possible as they
fall”. Users are offered with the option of signing in using Facebook or Twitter
so that they can keep their score and check their rankings later on. The user
can then choose to proceed to play or sign in using their social network account
which afterwards redirects them to the gameplay page as shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Welcome screen: Showing the game instructions to users and providing the
option to sign in using Facebook or Twitter

The game interface is shown in Fig. 3. Users can start the game by press-
ing the start button and the words will start falling. The text field where the
user inputs the words get automatically focused when the game starts and the
user should start to type in the words and press the Enter key after enter-
ing any word in order for the next word to appear and start falling. There is a
progress bar that gets filled relative to the predefined number of words “currently
20 words”.Users can also change the speed of the falling words using a slider.
If the user does not press enter before the word reaches the bottom of the game
container, their input is still recorded and the text field is cleared automatically
to allow the new word to be typed in.
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Fig. 3. Game interface: Users enter the word in the text field as they fall. The progress
bar is on the left and speed settings on the right.

After the words to be entered are done, the score of the user gets calculated
based on both accuracy and time. The scoring system will be discussed further
in the following subsection. The user then has the option to share their score on
Facebook or Twitter, which would help motivate their friends and followers to
try the game and contribute to it.

The game makes the users feel challenged by having an all-time “Rankings”
page as shown in Fig. 4. Such page displays the ranking of users who achieved
the highest scores. It shows the number of games each user has played. This can
significantly motivate users to play more games in order to achieve higher scores.

Fig. 4. Rankings page: Showing user rankings with the number of games played and
the total score
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3.3 Input Validation and Scoring System

In order to be able to assess the accuracy and validity of random users input, we
used a set of pre-validated words “where we already know their correct digitiza-
tion”, and we presented them randomly within the game in order to check if the
user is actually entering valid input. If the responses to the pre-validated word
do not match with at least 60% accuracy, we discard the input of this user.

For every word that is not yet digitized, we initially have an empty array
structure which will hold the different guesses to this word and a score assigned
to each guess based on how many times is has been entered. For a new guess, or
a new input from the user, a score that is equal to the length of the input is first
assigned. Afterwards, Levenshtein edit distance is calculated between the new
input and all of the previous guesses. This distance is subtracted from the score
of the guess. If a guess matches the input yielding a distance of zero, we increase
the score assigned to this guess by twice the length of the guess. However, if the
guess is not found in the previous guesses it gets appended to them with its final
score. The final score for the guess is then returned in order to be added to the
scores of the other words in the game to calculate the users score with respect
to the time taken in the game.

After enough guesses have been entered for a word, through redundancy, the
scoring mechanism will converge and guesses with relatively high scores will be
considered as the correctly digitized word. These validated digitized words can
then be used again to validate the users’ inputs in later games.

4 Results

Kalema release was on 15th of May 2014, and over 4 days ”until the date this
paper was written”, a total of 448 games were played with a sum of 167 minutes
of gameplay (2 hours and 47 minutes). Around 10960 inputs, or word guesses,
have been saved from the users over this period.

22 users registered with their social networks accounts and played a total of
68 games contributing with 1360 inputs (word guesses). These numbers alone
helped us to digitize around 400 words with an accuracy reaching up to 90%.

Around 33% of the words were verified during the gameplay.
The average number of guesses per word was calculated to be 2.32. This means

that the users needed to only enter the word almost twice in order to be verified.
However, some of the longer words needed more guesses.

Thanks to the integration with social networks, the game is expected to have
an organic reach of about 1000 or more users within a month and an average
of 2 games per user yielding 2000 games which would yield around 40000 word
guesses.

The accuracy can be further improved using a validation game where users
decide whether or not the digital text is correct compared to the image of the
word.
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Fig. 5. Verified Words’ Percentage

5 Conclusion

Arab visually impaired users find a hard time using non-digitized Arabic content.
Kalema was developed to provide a platform that allows volunteers to play a
game in which they type falling words quickly and accurately, these words come
from scanned Arabic documents that need to be digitized.

The initial results show that crowdsourcing is indeed powerful when it comes
to micro-tasks that need to be done by humans.It was also obvious that the
social aspect is rather important regarding online games, as more users were
attracted to play the game when they found their friends playing it.

The game interface can be improved further in order to be more attractive for
users. Other gamemodes can also be implemented whichwould providemore gam-
ing options suited for different types of volunteers. At a later stage and after col-
lecting a significant amount of data, a validation game can be implemented where
volunteers are asked to choose whether or not the digitized text corresponds to the
image, it will be a simpler game meant for not yet validated users.

Kalema proved to be relatively successful relative to its short release period.
Different users on social networks commented that the game is rather challenging
and that it helps them improve their Arabic typing speed. By having more reach
through social networks, Kalema would help digitize an enormous amount of
Arabic content which would benefit thousands of visually impaired users around
the Middle East.
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